ABSTRACT The security of pipeline systems draws attention increasingly; therefore, a novel method based on neural network and graph theory is proposed for the detection and localization of pipeline networks in this paper. First, the detection algorithm based on the broad learning system (BLS) is used to distinguish abnormities under large-scale pipeline network environments. During the process, the varied BLS models result in indeterminate performance and fast ergodic structure search is executed via adaptive mutation particle swarm algorithm (APSO) to generate an appropriate structure, succinct parameters, speedability, and accuracy. And manual features are implanted into the BLS feature layer to targetedly improve performance for complex pipeline network signals. Second, based on the detection results, a universal Dijkstra-based applicable localization method is proposed for diverse topological pipeline structures, including mesh-form networks, which have fewer sensors than anchors. The synchronous approximation is adopted to shun local minimum, and the shrinkage of search domain economizes time. Revised BLS was contrasted with several networks trained by real pipeline data and the system was integrated into SCADA and applied on an operational large-scale pipeline network successfully.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pipeline leaks will cause great waste of resources and environmental pollution if not remedied in time [1] , [2] . The installation of the pipeline leakage detection and localization system (LDL) can monitor and prevent accidents from expanding when a leak occurs [3] . Hence developing a LDL for different structure pipeline networks is of great significance [4] . In recent years, many detection theories have been used in LDL, e.g., optical fiber method (OFM) [5] , model method [6] , [7] , acoustics and vibration method [8] - [10] . While the above methods are subject to application cost, complicacy of large-scale network models, natural noise and vibration interference [11] . In pipelines, pressure sensors are installed widespreadly and LDL based
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yi Zhang. on pressure data can be readily integrated [12] . Natural vibration can interfere pipelines internal pressure hardly, which makes pressure signals have favorable anti-interference. For above reasons, the negative pressure wave (NPW) method is adopted and pressure signals are used as input of the detection algorithm in this paper.
However, as the pipeline scale is increasing, pipeline networks of long distances, multi-branch, and big data are gradually formed [3] . Large-scale pipeline networks characterize with big data and complicated operation signals, which could impede the detection of leakage and make traditional LDLs outdated. Deep neural networks (DNNs) have special advantages in fault diagnosis due to the performance in processing vast information and classification [13] - [18] . In [19] , an improved DBN was employed to identify different leak apertures. Reference [11] applied an ensemble CNN-SVM method to classify non-real-time filtered vibration signals.
Basically, DNNs suffer from time-consumption and structure problems including parameters selection, tuning and redundancy [20] . Besides, manual features or automatic features are usually adopted in feature extraction layer. Manually extracted features rely heavily on the researchers' experience and physical meaning to characterize signals [21] . As a result, the feature set formed by physical features is not complete [22] , and trained network does not satisfy accuracy when it lacks selected features. In addition, strong correlation exists in advanced abstract features, which causes model redundancy and computation burden. To extract wispy features of signals through auto-feature layer and ameliorate network performance, more vertical network layers are added. With the iterations of convolution and pooling increasing, the sums of parameters, training and testing time aggrandize exponentially and some details of small and slow leakages are readily annihilated in multi-pooling [23] .
Broad learning system (BLS) aims to offer an alternative way of learning in deep structure [24] , [25] . Its simplified model comprises only of input layer and output layer, and auto-feature is extracted and enhanced in the input layer. This structure equips BLS with multi-signal analysis and autofeature performance like DNNs and its ramifications perform relatively superior to existing methods [24] - [26] . However, BLS performance is influenced by several input parameters significantly, which may result in structure problems. To solve structure problem, adaptive mutation particle swarm algorithm (APSO) is used in BLS structural optimization to generate proper structure for specific detection tasks because of its fast traversal and global minimum in an appropriate range. To detect subtly, manual features were combined to anticipate better performance on complicated signal discernment and actual pipeline network data were input for BLS training in order to ensure robustness in practical applications [27] , [28] . When the BLS recognizes signals abnormality from sensors, the LDL automatically records information for further localization.
In LDL, another crucial issue following detection is localization [8] . The localization principle of tree-form networks is simple for each segment installed sensors on both ends, then the pivotal problem is an accurate solution to time difference [9] . However, mesh-form networks are more intractable because loop-back structure shaped by anchor interconnections increases complexity of propagation path, and sensors are much less than anchors basically. Besides, the NPW always radiates outward along the shortest path when a leak occurs, which may cause a sensor to receive more than one leak signals. A complex pipeline network localization algorithm was proposed based on Dijkstra algorithm [29] , which is known as calculating shortest path in topological networks. When leakage sequences are input, the algorithm firstly eliminates impossible anchors to shrink search range, then determines leak point by the method of synchronous binary approximation to avoid falling into the local minimum when situates leakage around the nodes which connect multiple pipeline segments. The method can be applied to tree-form and mesh-form networks. Because of non-negligible noise in signals, determination of inflection point of the NPWs always produces errors, which directly impacts accuracy of localization [30] , [31] . Effects of general cross correlation (GCC) function with various prefilters were analyzed and time difference can be calculated by GCC.
Our works can be summarized as follows:
1) The LDL based on improved BLS can achieve fast parallel multi-signal detection and localization of largescale complex pipeline networks. 2) APSO is used for global optimization and avoiding intractable parameters and structural adjustments of BLS, and manually selected features are affiliated to detect subtlety of targeted signals.
3) The Dijkstra-based localization algorithm is developed to achieve universal localization for pipeline networks with intricate structures. 4) The entire system is integrated into SCADA and tested on subsistent pipeline networks. This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces uniformity of pipeline network structures and experimental network. Section III elaborates detection and localization algorithm theorems and structures. Section IV documents experiments on detection algorithm comparison, localization and so on. Section V summarizes our work and gives expectation.
II. STRUCTURES OF PIPELINE NETWORKS AND EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENTS
The pipeline network structures can be gradually divided into tree-form networks (e.g., petroleum pipeline networks) and mesh-form networks (e.g., urban water/gas networks). In tree-form pipeline network, the double-end traveling wave method (DTW) is often used for localization. However, the mesh-form networks (as shown in Fig. 1 ) increases complexity for only b sensors being installed on a nodes (a b). When a leakage occurs, the NPW spreads till being picked by transducers. Because the tree-form structures can be seen as special cases of mesh-form's, different pipeline structures can be holded universally via topological matrix.
Experiments were conducted in an active oil pipeline network from Jun. to Sept. 2018. This network consists of more than 40 stations with over 4,000 kilometers totally. To meet the control of oil transportation, pressure regulation, and downloading oil, regulating valves, pressure relief valves, oil pumps, downloading valves, and other adjustment equipment exist in stations. We carried out experiments on 8 pipeline sections with lengths from 30.754 to 147.285 km, and pipelines pass through several valve cabins with regulating devices in along the way. The pipeline wall thickness is 6.4-7.1 mm, and the outer diameter is 323.9-508 mm. The density can be measured by the station mass density meter. Normally, upstream pressure of pipeline segments is mostly at 3-6 MPa, and downstream is mostly at 1-4 MPa.
The station pressure sensors were connected to our data acquisition device. The data acquisition device is mainly composed of a signal distributor, a 16-bit AD chip, a transmit module, and a control module STM32ZET6. The data acquisition frequency is 60 Hz. Every 0.5s, the transmit module will pack the data queue and stamp additional time bits to send to computer through the RJ45 port. GPS is used to synchronize the sensor queues. The center and stations are in the same LAN.
The LDL was integrated in SCADA system, which had been installed on a real large-scale oil pipeline network for a long time. SCADA is a distributed system, and it collects multiple sensor signals through the data acquisition device. The administration center shares a LAN with stations. By processing real-time collecting, hardware filtering, data compression and transmission with time stamp, signals were sent to computers for analysis and database for saving via industrial communication fibers. The devices were respectively configured with hot-redundant devices.
III. IMPROVED BLS ARCHITECTURE AND LOCALIZATION THEOREM
In BLS, multiple 1-dim pressure arrays are mapped to mapped features firstly, and will be promoted to enhancement nodes afterwards. The two parts combined pressure sequence features and higher-level features are linked to output layer by weights matrix directly. Extra feature nodes or enhancement nodes are affiliated as further characteristics and the network FIGURE 3. Improved BLS structure model. Each rectangle feature map consists of several feature nodes. Red part represents additional manual features. Raw data could be one/multiple actual sample(s) and is normalized to X after being input to optimized BLS. The BLS structure is optimized and p new mapped feature nodes are appended.
is trained by incremental learning when it deviates from expectations. Normal BLS structure is displayed in Fig. 3 . Assume there has n mapped features with k nodes apiece, n' enhancement features containing k' nodes apiece, and L output nodes. X = (x 1 x 2 · · · x f ) denotes pressure array matrix from sensors net. The mapped feature Z i of X can be represented as
where W e and β signify weights matrix and bias respectively, and φ is activation function. The subscript i indicates the mapping of X to i-th feature map. However, random generated mapping weights suffer from unpredictability. To guide input layer to capture sparse characteristics, W e is pretrained by Sparse AutoEncoder (SAE) as follows:
where η is penalty factor, and the penalty part guarantees sparsity of W e . (2) can be considered as lasso regression and solved by alternately optimizing variables. The weight matrix can be updated by
where o l and u l will change as iterations, and I is eye matrix with appropriate size.
remarks entire mapped features in this batch and it will be enhanced to enhancement nodes by j-th mapping functions φ j in Fig. 3 , where j ∈ [1, n ]. Hence R n denotes corresponding enhancement nodes set. φ j = tansig is arranged to infuse nonlinearlity to BLS. Output
represents predicted probability vector for pressure data and samples are classified into categories corresponding to maximum probability severally. The weight matrix W in (4) is VOLUME 7, 2019 generated by least squares regression with 2-norm penalty. The regression coefficients are obtained at the expense of unbiasedness to avoid ill solution, and experiments show that its stability is stronger than unbiased least squares method especially in disposing linear data. The W ((nk+n k ) * L) is calculated by:
where C denotes further constraints on the sum of squared weights and Y label is a matrix of sample labels. Given the pipeline network data set, BLS network performance is highly dependent on structural parameters, namely k, n, k and n . Satisfactory parameters avoid redundancy and ameliorate network accuracy and generalization. The PSO algorithm is proposed for global optimization of BLS structures in this paper, and BLS needs to be trained and tested to obtain fitness function value in optimization process [32] , [33] . To avoid local optimum, it is necessary to unilaterally increase particle size and iterations. Although this is helpful, it greatly increases calculation and cannot overcome the premature problem. Consequently, k and n are fused into k · n to make it increase gradually and APSO is adopted.
Different BLS structural parameters are updated velocity and position according to (6) and (7):
where v m and x m denote velocity and position of m-th particle, the c 1 and c 2 are upgrading parameters, and rand represents randomly generated numbers in [0, 1] . Then the adaptive mutation function increases population diversity by reinitializing particles with a certain probability:
where The denotes selected mutation particle set, ropr denotes the radius of position range, and α is mutation rate.
To avoid over-fitting, we assume test error as a fitness function of the APSO. The fitness function will converge to global minimum or stabilize in a small range after iterations. The returned parameter values are BLS optimal structural parameters. Similar to the expression of mean square error, fitness function is defined as follows:
After present batch ending, the uploaded pseudoinverse can be directly calculated when node number varies due to the BLS incremental learning algorithm, thus it drastically reduces the time spent on training. Repeat the loop above until the iteration ends or condition is met, and then we get the optimized BLS structure. This also allows that the BLS network can be retrained and updated expediently to perform better by changing its structure based on new collected labeled samples.
To improve performance in detecting particular signals, sensitive additional features are appended manually. Calculated characteristics of STD, Impulse Factor (IF), Peakto-peak Value (PPV), RMS, Kurtosis, Kurtosis Factor, and Approximate Entropy (APEN) are added to mapping feature layer as shown in Fig. 3 . The raw data collected in the pipeline network is firstly subjected to hardware filtering, then is normalized in [−1, 1] interval. Since P composed of p additional features is fused to mapped layer, the feature map can be rewritten as
and input layer matrix translates to
where the subscript new denotes new generated matrix after P being added in. The relatively upgraded pseudoinverse matrix can be denoted:
where
And the weights matrix can be rewritten as following:
APEN is a statistical measure to quantify data regularities without priori knowledge of problem [34] , which can weigh the probability of new pattern generated in arrays. A new fast APEN algorithm is used for real-time system [35] .
When leakage signals is identified, the system collects signals and time information, which are necessary for localization. In [36] , a localization method based on graph theory is proposed, and it is necessary to arrange a range of virtual nodes along the pipelines when the maximum possible leakage point is determined, which results in excessive calculation amount. Next, a basic mesh-form network is taken as an example to introduce the principle of localization algorithm based on graph theory.
In Fig. 4 , NPW radiates outward therefore the first picked NPW signals by sensors spreads along the shortest ways. Based on the given edge weights and Dijkstra algorithm, the topology matrix can be expressed as
where the inf . denotes two anchors are not connected directly, and the ellipses denote varied distance values. Dijkstra algorithm is a typical shortest path algorithm. The distance between every two anchors in Fig. 4 can be computed by Dijkstra algorithm based on heap optimization. (t j − t k ) − (τ ij − τ ik ) reveals the distance between real leakage point and virtual nodes, where k and j are measurement nodes and i is assumptive leakage point, t j and t k denote the time when nodes perceive the leakage signals, τ i j and τ i k denote signals arrival time from assumptive leakage node to j and k.
The global error can be calculated by (18) when node S i is regarded as leakage point, where S B is the measurement nodes set with C 2
S B
items. When i = argmin Si, the real leakage point must situate at segment connected to S i . In [38], the velocity of NPW can be calculated by
Since NPW propagates along the shortest path, the first captured times of each node are arranged in S B , thus the nodes that do not match the order are excluded. According to (18) , it expresses total error of each node and real leakage point, and the node with global minimum Cost worth, that is, the node closest to actual leak point, which signified nodelabel. Suppose there are m pipeline segments connected to nodelabel. At this time, m pipeline segments are divided by binary method to generate m new virtual nodes, then nodelabel and these new nodes are tested again to find one with smaller Cost, and repeat the above processes until a satisfactory level is met. Pipeline segments are halved to figure errors at same time, which avoids the problem that program repeatedly used dichotomy to fall into local minimum on a single segment for a long time. The process of localization algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 . Besides, a few improvements in our project are proposed for application on industrial sites: (1) Reduce actual search anchors and virtual nodes, and synchronous approximation for avoiding local minimum (2) Set waiting time with margin to segregate leakage signals from other signals (3) Shield computed leakage point if it locates nearby a station.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND PRATICAL VALIDATION
Experiments were carried out on short pipelines in conventional detection methods. Unfortunately, some defects in researches (e.g., the simple and ideal pipeline model, lacking of real noise, ignoring valves&pumps operation, the NPW attenuation [37] ) were not considered. Even some studies employed artificially or software synthesized sample set, the conclusion and theory were hard to applied to large-scale subsistent pipeline networks.
We summarized workers' specific manipulations and the times of operations, and then truncated the real-time pressure signals of rise, fluctuation, drop, and flat to construct the data arrays in 20 minutes. Leakages were simulated by controlling valves drain test during pipeline running. The data set covers 3917 leak samples within 8507 samples, as partly shown FIGURE 6. Segmental data set. Some curves seem to be more thick for stronger noises in some pipeline segments. in Fig. 6 . The sample set includes slow leaks, small leaks, and sudden leaks. The tested minimum leakage flow was 0.5% of the pipeline flow, up to 5%.
The sample set was used to train APSO-BLS, and other two BLSs were selected for comparison. One of them was primal BLS, and several manually selected network structures were to test performance; another BP-BLS was trained by updating weight matrix through BP algorithm. 1-dim CNN and ELM were chosen to contrast different automatic feature extraction methods. When the CNN training was done, MLP layer was replaced with SVM to continue classification. APSO-ELM was an algorithm which ELM hidden neuron number was optimized using APSO. Five-fold cross-check method was adopted The performance of BLS was mainly determined by the number of two types of nodes. 216 groups of BLS with different structure were tested, as shown in Fig. 8 . N11, N2, and N33 represent nodes in each mapped feature, feature maps, and enhancement nodes, and changes in the scope of [5 10 15 20 30 40] , respectively. The dot color signified average test accuracy in every five-fold experiment where lighter color meant higher accuracy. In Fig. 8 , the best test accuracy appears in the range of N11 ∈ [5, 20] , N2 ∈ [10, 30] , N33 ∈ [20, 40] , which is 90.7145%. However, this does not mean the network has global optimal structure. Because the nodes in experiments were not gradually added and the ranges may be selected too narrow. And it is hard to determine a proper structure for a realistic task. When N11, N2, and N33 values were small, the network was in under-fitting state. In contrast, when the training accuracy was 12% or higher than test accuracy (e.g., modena nodes in Fig. 8 ) meant some nodes were excessive and over-fitting was caused. Then some BLS structures with high accuracy in Fig. 8 were used, namely BLS1 {N11 = 5, N2 = 15, N33 = 30}, BLS2 {N11 = 5, N2 = 20, N33 = 40}, BLS3 {N11 = 10, N2 = 10, N33 = 40}, as the input of BP-BLS. The same five-fold experiments were carried out and the results were calculated to average. It was found that optimal yield was limited, and the test accuracy only increased by about 1.06%. This could not prove that ridge regression had worse performance than BP algorithm for some random factors. And BLS consumed less time than BP-BLS.
In contrast, CNN convolution pooling layers were used to extract characteristics. A sequence of fine-tuning conditions was input into the trained 1D-CNN network (e.g. the same data set, learning rate = 0.0039, appropriate structural parameters), and feature maps were shown in Fig. 7 . The feature vectors contained many '0' elements and had linear dependence. It was found that the more convolution and pooling layers, the more obvious of this phenomenon. To investigate the error classified samples by PR and FPR, it could be found many small leaks and slow leaks were classified as normal, and signals with weak upward trend were divided into leaks. This phenomenon occurred because details were lost in poolings. However, CNN must deepen network layer to improve the accuracy if sample complexity increased, which caused contradiction. CNN accuracy will be affected if it is used to process a sample set mixed with nuanced but label-opposing signals.
To find the optimal BLS structure, APSO algorithm was embedded to search for adaptive structural parameters. The learning velocity was set to 1, evolution number and population size were both 20, and maximum velocity was 6. Refer to Fig. 8 , the search range was [5] , [60] . After the iteration process was completed, the fitness value curve was shown in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 9 , one conclusion is the optimal position of particle represents the optimal solution for the current task; the other is that fitness curve maintains global minimum after 16 iterations.
The value of (1-PR) indicated the probability of operation and normal signals being divided into leakage signals by the classifier; FPR performed the normal running signals being predicted as leakage. The shorter linear distance between (FPR, PR) and (0, 1) points, the better performance of the classifier, and vice versa. We measured classifiers' performance by (FPR, PR) coordinates. As can be seen from Fig. 10 , the improved APSO-BLS has the best generalization accuracy.
In industrial pipeline networks, the signals were complex so performance of the classifier should be examined separately for each type of signals, which was meaningful for further targeted improvement of network performance. The data set was classified into 8 categories, including small leak, slow leak, normal running, and two types of operation (operate0 and operate1). The operate0 samples were caused by multiple adjustments of valves and pumps, this samples had more than one falling edge and rising edge; operate1 had a choppy falling edge, which was very analogical with leakage signals; inversely, rise denoted operation samples with rising trend; and leakage comprised ordinary and artificial valveoperated leak samples. By examining classification effect of the improved BLS on types of signals in Fig. 11 , the identification of the operate signals was not good because some signals were incorrectly identified as leakage signals. The PR value of slow leakage was greater than its test accuracy. This indicated the classifier was too aggressive and the FPR was too high. The reason for these cases was that BLS calculated attribution probability of each class, and network selected the maximum probability value as classification gist. When the signals with details were processed, BLS may not extracted enough features that had prominent difference in in-homogeneity, and caused random classification.
Some wrong classified samples with correct labels on were exampled in Fig. 12 . In order to improve the classifier, we added manually selected features: Standard Deviation (STD), Root Mean Square (RMS), Impulse Factor, Kurtosis, Kurtosis Factor, Peak-to-peak Value (PPV), and Approximate Entropy (APEN). The calculated values of different types of signals under these seven types of features varied greatly. The eigenvalues of various samples were plotted by radar diagrams. In Small Leakage, the values of STD and PPV are larger than Normal's; the value of Kurtosis can be used to distinguish Small Leakage and Rise; the Operate1 Kurtosis Factor value is significantly higher than remaining types of samples. The manually feature nodes were added to network in mapped layer, and the test accuracy was up to 97.4756% with test time of each sample about 0.4s.
In Table 1 , APSO-BLS training time is longer than BLS and BP-BLS training time, and the time varies depending on iteration numbers, while the BLS and BP-BLS training time comes from the best test results in simulations, as well as ELM and APSO-ELM. Practically, the data upload process took about 0.2s each time then was sent to APSO-BLS after de-singularity and standardization processing. The whole process took 0.7s, and the system transmitted data every 1s in consider of possible data transmission bus or CPU busy.
As previously assumed, when a sensor signal is determined to true positive, the sensor tag and pressure signals are stored by system and the system waits for the next node to be marked as leakage. The waiting time is set to the ratio of farthest sensor distance plus a margin to averaged wave velocity in meshform networks. In tree-form networks, the above fraction's numerator is replaced to the longest pipeline segment distance plus a margin, where the margin is added to reduce errors basically. When the waiting time overflows, stored sensor tags and arrays are released and system restarts waiting if lessthan one sensor is marked leakage. FAR (False Alarm Rate) and MAR (Miss Alarm Rate) are important indicators for measuring robustness of LDL. To reduce MAR, real sample set was used to train BLS, and improved BLS increased sensitivity to leakage and the discrimination of working conditions; to reduce FAR, we added waiting time course and signals were classified to operation when |distance(a − b)| ≤ ε was satisfied, where a and b denoted located point and station respectively. ε was selected to be 0.12. There may be several singularities in intercepted data segments, which may be due to packet loss during transmission, and we adopted smooth for this case. For the purpose of accurately obtaining the timedifference, correlation analysis is often required. However, the dynamics of NPW transmission are characterized by inertia link, which causes interference in determination of the peak position. In fact, the length of intercepted sequence was set to 3600 × 1.5 = 5400 to hold accuracy. We tested GCC method with different filters performance in obtaining time-difference respectively. The testing vehicle was a 104.79 km oil pipeline in plain, and we carried out 3 different sizes of oil discharge in a cabin apart 71.355 from the pipeline head. The operation equipment was oil downloading valves, and the actual time-difference was ensured manually. The x1. × conj (x2) was used to get cross-power spectrum, where x1 and x2 were upstream and downstream signals sequences respectively.
In Table 2 , the correlation analysis without filter has the worst performance. In simulations, the NPW infused with non-negligible interference would cause multiple singularities in GCC curve which may result in misjudgment. ML (Most Likelihood) curve was accompanied by vibrations throughout the interval and these vibrations would be amplified when SNR increased. Both Phat and Scot showed good characteristics, while the Scot fluctuated significantly and the peak sharpness decreased under high SNR. The Phat showed strong anti-interference when SNR was reduced and the Phatweighted GCC analysis method was used.
To verify the practical utilization of LDL in leakage detection and localization, downloading valves were operated to simulate varied leak sizes. When pressure sensors captured leakage signals and the system successfully acquired sufficient measuring anchors and corresponding intercepted segments within waiting time, the relevant information was input into localization algorithm. In Fig. 14 , our LDL system integrated in SCADA could achieve detection and localization successfully. The inflection points are crossed in the interface and corresponding times can be read also. The calculated leakage point is showed on the top. Some Treeform test results are listed in Table 3 . Generally, the maximum localization error was 3.12% in all tree-form network experiments, the minimum was around 1%, and the average error was 1.63%. In the mesh-form network, the maximum localization error was 4.65%, the minimum was about 2%, and the average error was 2.213%.
The reason why the localization error of experimental mesh-form network was generally larger than that of treeform network maybe that inherent localization error of the system was amplified by relatively short test pipeline segments. At this time, adopting higher accuracy pressure sensors and AD chips with high sampling frequency can improve localization accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the novel optimized BLS architecture has been proposed to intricate real-time multi-signal detection and a universal localization algorithm based on graph theory has been used for localization of large-scale pipeline networks. The system could be applied to actual pipeline networks successfully and this provided a methodology of combining auto-feature and manual-feature to improve system performance targetedly. In the future, how to distribute sensors is a problem which is worthy of study. Furthermore, the detection and localization of two or more leakage sources in pipeline networks will be considered.
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